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Recently I proved the following theorem: To every positive integer m there exists a positive 
integer h such that the following holds: If S is a set of h elements and f a mapping of the power 
set q of S into q such that f(T) E T for all TE 8, then there exists a strictly increasing 
sequence T, c l l - c T, of subsets of S such that one of the following three possibilities holds: 
(a) All sets f(q), i= 1,. . . , m, are equal. (b) For all i = 1, . . . , m we have f(Ti) = Tit,. (c) 
Ti=f(Ti+,)for all i=l,...,m-1. 
The proof given in [2] was non-constructive. In this paper now we give a constructive proof. 
By the way, this also yields a solution of a problem of Rado [3, p. 1061. 
1. Notations 
We take over the notations and definitions of [2]. In particular N denotes the 
set of positive integers. 
Let D be a subset of N. If a mapping s is defined which ascribes tc every 11~’ E D
a vector (xl,. . . , q,,) with TV (1, . . . , x}, where x1, . . . , qx) are positive inte- 
gers satisfying x1 + l . . + xttx) = x, then we call s a segment-partition on D. We call 
s k-piece (resp. (Q&piece) if t(x) = (resp. S) k for all x E D. 
Given a segment-partition s on D, we introduce an order relation << on D as 
follows: For x, y E D we put 
x<<y U t(x)-t(y) and x+y7 for ~~(l,...,t(x)}. 
If MGD and if x, y~M/\x<y implies x<cy, then 
length IMI). 
A4 is called an s-chain (of 
In later proofs we shall make intensive use of the following concept: 
Dehition. Let A be an infinite subset of N, a and b positive integers satisfying 
a < 6. Then a set D c N is said to be A-dense between n and 6 if the following 
holds: If x, y E A and a s x < y s 6, then there exists at least one element d E D 
with x<d <y. 
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Then s* is a (k-1).piece segment-partition on D*. So by our induction 
hypothesis and because of (3) there exists an s*-chain K of length 
k.m.(f(a,km)-k)+l with Kr(f(a,k,m),f(a,k,m+l)]. 
Now, according to the Pidgeonhole Principle there exists a subset K’S K with 
\K’I Z m .(f(a, k, m) - k) f 3 such that for all y E K’ the numbers K(y) are equal, 
say = cc*. 
Again by the Pidgeonhole Principle the= exists a subset K” E K’ with IK”I a 
m + 1 such that for all y 6 K” the element y,* is the same number (<e,J. Indeed, 
this follows from the fact that e,* s e - k + 1 s f(a, k, m) - Cc + 1 so that y,* E 
11 ,...,f(a,k,m)-k}isvalidforall ~EK’. 
The subset K” of K is also an s*-chain and K” was constructed in such a 
manner that K” also is an s-chain. Hence f(a, k, m + 1) as defmed in (3) satisfies 
the statement, and thus the lemma is proved by double induction. 
We shall generalize Lemma 1 to (Sk)-piece segment-partitions instead of 
k-piece ones. To this aim we first define: 
Definition. If s and s* are segment-partitions on a set 0 GN we say that sys 
refines  if for every x E D the following holds: 
(4) If s(x) =(x1, . . . , q) and s*(x)=(y,, . . . , yk), then there exist positive 
integers il, . . . , it with iI<.. l <i,-=k such that xl=y,+. l .+yi,, x2= 
yi,+l+ l l l + yi,, l l l 9 xt = yh_l+l + ’ l l + yh. 
Lemma 2. Let A be an infinite subset of N. T;hen for every triple (a, k, m) with 
a E A and k, m EN satisfying k s a there xists a number p(a, k, m) > a in A such 
that the following holds: 
If a set D c,N is A-dense between a and f*(a, k, m) and if s is a (Sk)-piece 
segment-partition on D, then there exists an s-chain M c D n (a, f*(a, k, m)] with 
[MI a m. 
A function f* satisfying the above statement can be defined by 
(5) p(a, k, m):=f(a, k,(m-l).k*.k+l) for ae.A and k, meN, ksa, where 
k* is an abbreviation for 
and where f is the function of Lemma 1, consbnccted for the same set A as that 
given in Lemma 2 and determined by (l), (2) and (3). (We put (E) = I.1 
Proof. Let (a, k, m) be a triple with a E A and k, m EN. Jf k or m is = 1 the 
statement is trivially satisfied. So we assume that m and k are 22. Let D be a set 
satisfying our assumption. Then we put 
D* : = D f7 (a, f(a, k, (m - 1) l k* l k + l)]. 
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t&t s be a (<&piece segment-partition on D. Then we take an arbitrary k-piece 
segment-partition s* on D* which refines the restriction of s to D”. According to 
the definition of D* there exists an s*-chain CG D” with [Cl = (m - 1) l k* l k + 1. 
By the Pidgeonhole Principle t&e ,5x&s a subset C’GC with iC’@ 
(m - 1) l k* + 1 such that all vectors s(x), x E C, have the same number t< k of 
components. 
Again by the Pidgeonhole Principle there exists a subset MG C’ of cardinality 
arti such that for all x E M the set of pieces of s(x) is subdivided by s*(x) in the 
same manner; that means the following: For all x EM there holds: 
l’f s(x) and s*(x) are given as in (4), the system of numbers i1,. . . , it of (4) is 
the same for all x E M. Indeed, since there are (:I,‘) s k* possibilities for such 
systems (iI,. . . , i,), at least ICI/k* > m - 1 elements x of C’ must have the same 
system (it,. . . , 4). thus giving a set M with jMl> m as stated before. Now it can 
be seen that M is not only an s*-chain but also an s-chain, so that it satisfies the 
statement of the theorem. 
Reducing the number of variables from three to two Lemma 2 gives rather 
immediately: 
Leumma 3. Given an infinite s&set A E IV and numbers a E A and m E IV, there 
exists an element h,(a, m) > a in A such that the following holds: 
lf DcN is A-dense between a and hJa, m) and ifs is a (+&piece segment- 
partition on D, then there exists an s-chain M z D n (a, h,(a, m )] of length 
IA41 2 m. 
If f* is the function of Lemma 2, given by (S), and constructed to tlze sume set A 
as that given he,re. evidently h,(a, m) : = f*(a, a, rn) satisfies the statement. 
3. M&n part 
Definition. Let s be a segment-partition on a set D CR/. For x t’ D let c(x) denote 
the number of components of s(x). We call s nonatomizing if for every x E D we 
have c(x) < X. 
Now, if D is an initial segment of fV\{ 1) and s a non-atomizing segment- 
partition on D then for every x E D there exists exactly one number r such that 
r”‘(~) = 1. Here ctr’ denotes the rth iterate of c. We denote r with reg x and call it 
the regressing number of x (with respect tt) s). So the r iterates c(x), 
c(c(x)), . . . , C”‘(X) = 1 form a strictly decreasing sequence of length r. 
Now we give a constrrlctive proof for the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. Given positive integers r, m, there exists an integer n = nir, m) (a2) 
such that the following holds: 
ff s is a non-atomizing segment-partition on D: = {2,3, . . . , n}, then there exists 
un x E D with reg x 2 r or there exists an s-chain d%l s D with I MI 2 m. 
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proof, If r or m is = 1 the statement is trivially satisfied by taking n(r, m) = 2. So 
we assume that I* and m are both >l. 
Now we construct recursively a sequence of intiite subsets AO, . . . , A,_1 of N 
satisfying AOaAIa* l ‘a&+ 
J.&A O:=tV. Now, assume that A,, =(Q, ap2, u,,~,. . .}< is already defined for a 
nonnegative integer p < t- 1. Then we take a function hP : = h4 which satisfies 
the statement of Lemma 3 (for Ap instead of A) and put 
where 
ap+r.l : = 2, ap+1.2 l l = hpbp+1,1r m), 
qt.3 : = hobp+l.2, m)* ap+1.4 l . = h,(~+l,3, m), . . . . 
So, by recursive definition we have constructed the decreasing sequence of sets 
N=A,zAl~-=,Ar_,. 
Finally we define 
n(r, m) = n : = ?q-2(2, m). 
This number n fulfils the statement of our theorem. Assume that s is a 
non-atomizing segment-partition on D = (2, . . . , n} and that there is no x E D 
with reg x 3 r. Then we have to prove: 
(6) mere exists an s-chain M s D with \M\ 3 m. 
For PE(~,..., f-l} we put Q : = (x E DI reg x = p)* Analogously D,, (resp. 
D,,) denotes the set of all x E D with reg x s p (resp. reg x 2~). For p E 
1‘1, l l l 9 r - 1) let IP denote the set of all half-open intervals (a,,, ap,V+l] with u EN 
and a,,V+l =G n. 
First we consider the next case. 
Case (a): There exists an element al, E AL such that al,p+l< n and 
J : = (al,, aIB,+,3 E Q-P 
Then for all x CJ the number c(x) of components of s(x) is 6 ul,. Otherwise 
there would exist an element x E J for which c(x) is an element e E J. Then 
e E D,-1 and reg e = r - 1. But this yields reg x = reg e + 1 = r, contradicting our 
assumption that no x with reg x 3 r exists (also to reg x = r - 1 because of 
x c J G 0,-l). 
Because of al,p+l = h&xl,, m) and by the definition of ho there exists an s-chain 
M G D of cardinality m which fulfils Mc, (aI,, a,,,,,] and (6) is valid. 
Now assume that the statement of Case (a) is false, that means: 
Case (b): Every interval (alp, a,,,+l] with al,p+l s n has a rzonvoid intersection 
with DGr+ 
Then &he following proposition (7) is valid for p = 1. And thus there exists a 
greatest number p E (1, . . . , r- 2}, such that the following statement (7) holds: 
(7) Every interval (a,,, ap.,+J with a,,.p+l- -C n has a nonvoid intersection with 
D G;r--p-l* 
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From now on p shall denote this greatest number satisfying (7). NOW we have: one 
of the following two Cases (bl) resp. (b2), according to the situations, where 
p = r-2 resp. per-2 holds: 
Case (bl): p = r - 2, and in each interval of Br-* are elements of D1, that means 
numbers x for which reg x = 1 and thus c(x) = 1. 
Then by definition of &_ 2 the set D1 is &_2-dense between 2 and n = 
II,__~(?-, m). Now, according to the definition of Iq_*, there exists an s-chain 
Mc Q1 c D with iA41 2 m, and (6) is valid. 
In the case p < t - 2 the statement (7) is no longer valid for p + 1 instead of p 
because p is maximal. So we have 
Case (b2): p c r - 2, and 
(8) Dwp-z is disjoint to an interval IE.?$,+~, but 
69 D,,-p-1 has a nonvoid intersection with all intervals of 3,, in particular with 
all intergals of 3,, which are subsets of I. 
Because of (8) we then have 
(ii,) Is DBr-p-,. 
This combined with (9) gives: 
( 11) There exists a set D’ E I n Dr_,-, which has a nonvoid intersection with all 
those intervals of 3, which are EL 
Lxt I = (ap+,,*, ap+l,h+I J. Then we have 
(12) c(x)Ga,,,, for all x E D’. 
Otherwise there would exist an x E D’ with C(X)E I. Hence because of (11) we 
have regx = r-p- 1 and because of (10) reg c(x) a r -Q - 1 which contradicts to 
reg x = reg C(X) + 1. 
Now we apply again Lemma 3. because of (11) D’ is b-dense between ap+l,A 
and ap+I.A+I = hp(ap+l.hr m). From this and (12) it follows from Lemma 3 that 
there exists an s-chain M with IMI a m and M c D’ n I. So (6) is valid in any case. 
Using Theorem 1 and some notions and results of [2] we now can give a 
constructive proof for the following theorem: 
Thmrem 2. Given positive integers r, m, there exists an integer t = t(r, RI) such that 
the following holds: If T is a t-element set and g : v(T) --, q(T) a regressing 
%?lapping (i.e. g(S) a proper subset of S for all noavoid subsets S c T), then there 
exist.> (4 regressive chaise of length r (i.e. a subset SE T with S 3 g(S) 3 g(g(S)) 3 
. . . =, g”‘(SN or a constant chain of length m (i.e. subsets s E T for i E (1, . . . , m) 
satisj’ying S, CT. Sz c * . l c S,,, and g(S,) = 9 . . = g(&)). 
Proof. First we take a number n = n(r, tn), where n( , ) is a function satisfying 
the statement of Theorem 1. Now, by J .emma 2 of [2], there exists (effectively) a 
number t EN such that the following holds: 
Let T:={l,..., t} and g : v(T) --j ‘$3(T) be a regressing mapping, then there 
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existsasubset UETwithlUI=n-lsuchthattheres~ctiongq:=g t@(u)isa 
special regressing, mapping g* :@(u) + q(U) in the sense of [2, Definition 13. 
We prove the statement of Theorem 2 for the special case where T = (1, . . . , t}. 
This will evidently be sufficient. In addition to this we assume without loss of 
general@ that the set U defined before is the initial segment {1, . . . , n - 1) of 191. 
Now, since g* is special the following holds: For each v E (2, . . , , n} = : D there 
exists a subset W, s {l, . . . , v - 1) such that the following two conditions hold: 
(1) W,isQor WV={vl,..., vi}<, where j is a positive integer G v - 1 depend- 
ing on v. 
(2) If M is any (v - l)-element subset of U, then g(M) = Q if W, = $9. And if 
WV # 0, then g(M) contains exactly the vlth, the vZth, . . and the vjth element of 
A4. Here of course the elements of A4 are taken in the natural order of M 
inherited by R.4. 
For VE:(~,..., n} we define now s(v) to be the one-element vector (v) if 
WVZg, resp. S(V):=(Vl, Vz-Vl, V3-V2,. . . , Vj-Vj-1, V-Vi) if Wv=(V1,. . . , Vj}<. 
This evidently defines a segment-partition s on D. Bnd it follows that s is 
non-atomizing because g is regressing. Thus by Theorem 1 there exists an x E D 
with reg x 3 t (with respect to s) or an s-chain C s D with \Cl* m. 
From this we shall derive the statement of the theorem. To this purpose for 
y E D we denote the number of components of s( y ) with c(y). Then according to 
the definition of s(y) we have the following proposition: 
(13) rfy~D, YEUand \Yl=y-I. then (g(Y)I=c(y)-1 ho&. 
Now in the first case where we have an x E D with reg x 2 r there holds 
XX(X)>’ l l > c(“)(x). If then we take a subset S z U of cardinality ISI = x - 1, we 
obtain by r successive applications of (13): 
le<s)l = c(x)- 1, Ig’W)I = d2’(X) - 1, . . _ , Ig”‘(S)l = c(I)(x) - 1, 
so that \S\>lg(S>l> l l 9 > Ig”‘(S)l yields a regressive chain for g of length r. 
In the second case where we have an s-chain C G D with ICI3 m we can use 
this to construct o g a constant chain (S,, . . . , S,} of length m. This can be done 
in the same manner as in the last part of the proof of Theorem 1 of [2]. 
Now we can give a constructive proof for our main theorem which was stated in 
the Abstract and which slightly generalizes Theorem 2: 
Theorem 3. Given a positive integer m there exists a number h = h(m) such that the 
following holds : lf S is an h-element set and f : q(S) + p(S) contracfive (i.e. 
f(T) C_ T for all T c_ S), th en th ere exists a strictly ‘increasing sequence T1 c l l l c T, 
of subsets of S such that one of the following three possibilities holds: 
(a) ,411 sets f(x), i E(1, . . . , m}, are equal. 
(b) For all iE(l,..., m} we have f(r) = T. 
(c) Ti =f(T,+l) for all i E (1, . . . , m - 1). 
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A&Mionti Remark. If in ad&ion to the above assumptions f is special (see [2, 
Definition II), then the number 
(14) h = h(m): = t(m2, 2m - 1) 
satisfies the statement. Here t( , ) shall be any function fulfilling the statement of 
Theorem 2 in the particular case of qxcial regressive functions. 
Proof. Fit we apply the Reduction Lemma (Lemma 2 of [2n in the same way as 
in the proof of Theorem 2 and obtain that it suffices to prove our statement under 
the additional assumption that f is a special contractive mapping. That means, it 
remains to prove the Additional Remark. 
So we assume that f is special and (without loss of generality) that S is the 
initial segment (1, . . . , h) of IV where h is given by (14). We put 
F:={x~{l,..., h)If(X)=X if XcS and [X1=x} 
and 
If IFI a m holds our statement is valid because then (b) is satisfiable by certain 
sets Ti with 1 Ti 1 E F. SO we assume IFI c m. 
In the following we need the simple proposition: 
(15) 1’ W is an (m - l&element subset of Q linearly ordered set L of m2 elements, 
then there exists an m-element segment of L which is disjoint to W. 
Now we take any special regressing function f* $3(S) + v(S) which satisfies 
f*(y) = f(Y) for all Y G S with Y& 3. According to (14) and Theorem 2 there 
exists to f* a regressive chain CZ of length m2 or a constant chain B of length 
2m-1. 
In the first case we have ICE n JI G m - 1 because of IFI c m. Thus by (15) there 
exist m sets of E\x forming a segment (T,, . . . , ‘I”}, of the ordered set @ and (c) 
is satistied. 
In the second case we obtain from IFis m - 1 the inequality l@\Zla 
2m - 1 -Cm - I) = m. Then @\S is a constant chain also for f, so that case (a) 
applies. 
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